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## COMICS REFERENCE 32
G.I. JOE
MISSION DOSSIER

Directed by Stephen Sommers (The Mummy) and starring Dennis Quaid (Far From Heaven), Christopher Eccleston (Heroes) and Sienna Miller (Stardust), G.I. JOE: THE RISE OF COBRA explodes into theaters summer 2009.

In this globe-spanning action adventure, an elite international unit of special operatives known as G.I. Joe, operating out of The Pit and led by General Hawk (Quaid), take on an evil organization, Cobra, led by the notorious arms dealer Destro (Eccleston).

This full color companion to the movie contains intel on all the G.I. Joe team members and their enemies in the shadowy Cobra, as well as details on the amazing locations, the slick, cutting-edge technology and vehicles, and the fantastic stunts and special effects.

Reviews in film and entertainment press.
Insert in accompanying game.
Features throughout film and entertainment press with major giveaways.
$4 Billion in retail sales for G.I. Joe brand.
85% of all men 18-35 today played with G.I. Joe products.
Movie released 7th August 2009.
Gentle Giant is a pioneer in applying 3D computer scanning technology to the action-figure and film industry.

This book is a lavishly illustrated history of Gentle Giant, from its founder Karl Meyer’s humble beginnings hand-carving models, to the company’s current 3D imaging processes for creating collectibles on brands such as The Simpsons, STAR WARS, and Harry Potter, as well as future intellectual property development.

Inventing Reality also includes illustrated step-by-step processes for creating a mini-bust; an articulated action figure; a digital double, from actor to final output; and a giant-sized figure from a digital character.

“(GENTLE GIANT) HAVE THE KIND OF ATTENTION TO DETAIL THAT WE GO CRAZY FOR HERE AT PIXAR.”

JOHN LASSETER, PIXAR ANIMATION STUDIOS

Reviews in art, entertainment, film and modeling publications.

Launch at San Diego Comic-Con.

Great for film fans, colleges, film schools and art & design stores.

* August 2009 * Art & Reference * 9” x 12” * 256pp
* Over 300 Color & B/W Photos * Hardback
* ISBN: 9781845767716 * $39.95 / CAN $45.00
THE BEST OF SIMON & KIRBY

Joe Simon & Jack Kirby (Ed. Steve Saffel)

The only edition authorized by both Joe Simon and the estate of Jack Kirby, this collection offers readers an enthralling sampling from across the spectrum of this legendary team’s work—superheroes (Captain America, The Fly), western action (Boy’s Ranch), gruesome horror (Black Magic), explosive detective fiction (Justice Traps the Guilty), and the very first romance comics (Young Romance). Each section features introductory material by Mark Evanier, author of Kirby: King of Comics.

Gathered from the official Simon and Kirby archives, each story is hand-picked by Joe Simon himself and remastered in new, vibrant colours.

This is the first in an exciting series of coffee table books presenting The Simon & Kirby Library in definitive form.

“KIRBY USED TO SAY, ‘JOE KNOWS COMICS,’ AND THAT WAS THE HIGHEST COMPLIMENT JACK COULD BESTOW ON A COLLEAGUE.”

MARK EVANIER, AUTHOR OF KIRBY

ABOUT THE CREATORS

Joe Simon and Jack Kirby created one of the most enduring American heroes in 1940 with the first issue of Captain America from Timely Comics—the company that became Marvel Comics. Together, they also established Mainline Publications.

Promotion and author appearance at New York Comic Con.
Reviews in art, comics and popular culture press.
This hardcover volume collects together the first two years’ worth of strips that helped to forge the legend of Hägar the Horrible and make him one of the world’s most loved and most popular cartoon characters of all time.

In a world filled with dragons, wizards, sea monsters, Norse gods and titanic battles, strides the man known only as - HÄGAR THE HORRIBLE! The world’s mildest marauder.

Following the noble traditions of Beowulf and umm...that movie, The Vikings, starring Kirk Douglas and Tony Curtis, comes the epic saga of the best-known Viking in the history of the world, the loveable, Hägar the Horrible - and his unending quest to put meat, mead and swag on the family table.

Syndicated in 1900 newspapers worldwide, 35 years in print and millions of fans.

In the bestselling tradition of The Complete Peanuts

Promotion throughout Hägar online community (www.hagardunor.net)

Presence across comics, cult, entertainment sites.
The world's most celebrated Goth Fabulist, Roman Dirge, joins the Titan list, with the first ever full-color *Lenore* volume.

*Lenore* might only be small, but her talent for mischief — and occasional wanton destruction — is anything but. Featuring stories about limbless cannibals, clock monsters, cursed vampire dolls, taxidermied friends, an obsessed would-be lover and more fuzzy animal mutilations than should be legal, never has the term ‘something for everyone’ seemed more sinister and bizarre.

A massive cult hit on both sides of the Atlantic, *Lenore* is one of the funniest, darkest, cutest, creepiest characters on the marketplace today.

"ROMAN DIRGE HAS THE BEST IMAGINATION THIS SIDE OF TIM BURTON."
CAROLINE THOMPSON
WRITER OF NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

**Roman Dirge** created Lenore in 1992 for the San Diego alternative magazine *Xenophobe*. In 1997 he launched the *Lenore* comic in the US, which quickly became a publishing phenomenon. Dirge is currently working on new *Lenore* adventures, as well as new character, *Samurai Sloth*.

Reviews in lifestyle magazines, alternative comic and cult press.

Interviews and features with Roman Dirge.

Major launch author appearance at San Diego Comic-Con.

* August 2009 • Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
* 112pp • Color Comic Strip • Paperback
* ISBN: 9781848562707 • $14.95 / CAN $16.95
Join everybody’s favorite beer-swilling, chain-smoking, kangaroo-worrying lunatic as she ‘bumps’ her way through another utterly bizarre escapade.

How will our manic heroine cope with looming motherhood? What will the baby look like? And what exactly does all this have to do with the followers of the Blood God Baal?

Add to that the small matter of impending Armageddon (thanks to a meteorite headed straight for Earth), and it’s no wonder this book was once billed as the final slice of Tank Girl’s lunatic adventures.

Marking the 20th anniversary of Tank Girl, with a new introduction from Alan Grant, and rarely seen material from Andy Pritchett, this is the final chapter in a series of ultimate collections. Warning: Adults only!

“AS MUCH OF A WISECRACKER AS SHE IS A WOMAN WARRIOR”
NEW YORK TIMES

Promotion at San Diego Comic Con.
Reviews in art, comics and popular culture press.

ALSO AVAILABLE
SEE PAGE 26 & 28!

- May 2009 • Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 112pp • Color Comic Strip • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845767655 • $14.95 / CAN $16.95
This companion, from the pages of *Lost: The Official Magazine*, gives an insight into the world of the smash-hit ABC show and includes cast and crew interviews, character profiles and features on various aspects of life on ‘the island’. A must-have book for any fan.

From the producer of the box office smash *Cloverfield* and the TV series *Alias*, JJ Abrams’ *Lost* is one of the most successful television shows of recent years: Part survival drama, part mystery thriller and part character study.

After Oceanic Air flight 815 tore apart in mid-air and crashed on a Pacific island, its survivors are caught up in a fight to survive. Can the rag-tag group unravel the island’s secrets and find a way to escape, or will they remain lost forever?

*Lost: Messages from the Island* also features a brand-new foreword by *Lost* executive producers Damon Lindelof and Carlton Cuse.

The fourth season premiere attracted nearly 18 million viewers.

The show regularly pulls in an audience of 14 million per episode.

**Promotion on www.titanbooks.com**

**Promotion on www.ABC.com/Lost**

Features and contests in TV, lifestyle and entertainment publications.

Watch Season 5 of *Lost* on ABC early 2009!
STARGATE SG-1: 
THE OFFICIAL COLOR COMPANION

Thomasina Gibson

This full color companion is packed with photos, behind-the-scenes interviews, and a comprehensive episode guide. It also features contributions written by the cast, including Richard Dean Anderson, giving their own unique take on their characters!

Taking up from where the blockbuster Stargate movie left off, Stargate SG-1 became a sci-fi phenomenon in its record-breaking ten season TV run, leading to the spin-offs Atlantis and the recently announced Stargate: Universe, plus two DVD movies to date!

The hit series followed the adventures of Colonel Jack O’Neill (Richard Dean Anderson) and his elite military team as they probed the secrets of the Stargate: the ancient portal that allows instantaneous travel to remote planets throughout the universe.

“FORGET TREK, STARGATE IS NOW THE BIGGEST SCI-FI SHOW ON TV”
TV GUIDE

Promotion at official Stargate conventions.
Promotion in MGM newsletter, circulation 1.2 million.
Full color advertising in official Stargate magazine.

ALSO AVAILABLE
SEE PAGE 25!

• May 2009 • TV • 7¼” x 10¾”
• 176pp • 150 Color Photos • Paperback
• ISBN: 9781848562325 • $14.95 / CAN $16.95
This is the official companion to the fifth season, packed with behind-the-scenes interviews, an episode guide and scores of photos, including a 16pp color gallery.

Stargate: Atlantis continues in the footsteps of its predecessors, the blockbuster Stargate movie and the smash hit TV series Stargate SG-1, with more drama and excitement as the Atlantis team continue to explore the Pegasus Galaxy in the show’s climactic fifth year.

Another change of command on Atlantis creates new challenges for the team. Meanwhile, they continue to fight the threat of the Wraith and other old enemies in the Pegasus Galaxy, while making contact with both hostile and friendly new races.

Cross promotion with DVDs.

Promotion in MGM newsletter, circulation 1.2 million.

Full color advertising in official Stargate magazine.

Also Available

See page 25!
Torchwood is the action-packed sci-fi series from BBC America, following the adventures of a team of investigators, working for the secret organisation that uses scavenged alien technology to solve present day crimes - both alien and human.

Now the smash hit Dr Who spin-off comes to graphic novels! When Torchwood-3 comes under fire in an all-out attack by extra-dimensional shock troopers, the team are torn in all directions. And with a deadly rift bleeding through into their own reality, time itself could be destroyed if the Torchwood team isn’t able to stop it!

Written and illustrated by some of the UK’s top comic creators, including Paul Grist, Ian Edginton, D’Israeli and Simon Furman — Torchwood: Rift War is an unmissable epic!

“DARK AND SPLENDID... OVERTONES OF MEN IN BLACK AND BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER”
THE LOS ANGELES TIMES

Torchwood is BBC America’s all-time highest rated show, and the first season is now on DVD!

Reviews in cult, comics and popular culture press.

Third season commissioned for 2009.

* June 2009 * Graphic Novel * 7” x 10”
* 128pp * Color Comic Strip * Paperback
When strange anomalies in time start to appear, Professor Cutter and his team have to help track down and capture a multitude of dangerous prehistoric creatures from Earth’s distant past and terrifying future…

In this brand new original never-seen-on-TV Primeval adventure, the team confront anomaly crises both in rain-swept London and on the hot South African plains.

At a safari park in South Africa, rangers are disappearing and strange creatures have been seen battling with lions and rhinos. As the team investigates they are drawn into a dark conspiracy, which could have terrible consequences; while back at home in England, as torrential rain pours down over the city, an enormous anomaly opens up in East London.

“BBC AMERICA’S SPLASHY NEW SCI-FI SHOW HAS STORYLINES AND SPECIAL EFFECTS THAT EARN IT THE RIGHT TO BE CALLED JURASSIC PARK MEETS THE X-FILES”

NEW YORK POST

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Simon Guerrier is a science fiction writer and dramatist. He is well known for his Dr Who novels, most recently The Pirate Loop, and his work for Big Finish Productions audio drama and book ranges. He has written and edited for their Dr Who, Bernice Summerfield and Sapphire and Steel ranges.

Primeval is currently airing on BBC America on Saturdays 9pm ET.

Primeval launched in the US to critical acclaim with a huge billboard campaign in New York and LA.

Reviews in fiction press.

Campaign in conjunction with BBC America.
**NEW TITLES**

---

**MONSTERS VS. ALIENS: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL**

Tom DeFalco, Fabio Laguna et al

From Dreamworks, the studio that brought you the smash-hit movies *Shrek* and *Madagascar* comes *Monsters Vs. Aliens*, a story about the world’s most extraordinary saviours!

Susan Murphy is having a bad wedding day. After being struck by a rock from space, she mysteriously grows to become the 49-feet-11-inches tall Ginormica. And when a malicious alien robot named Gallaxhar lands on Earth, General W.R. Monger must send a motley crew into action to save the world!

This is the official graphic novel adaptation of the movie that will feature the voice talents of Reese Witherspoon, Kiefer Sutherland, Hugh Laurie and Seth Rogen!

---

**MONSTERS VS. ALIENS: THE M FILES**

Tom DeFalco, Fabio Laguna et al

Not all monsters are evil! The M Files features two original tales of Susan “Ginormica” Murphy, Dr. Cockroach, Ph.D., The Missing Link, B.O.B. and Insectosaurus!

---

**MONSTERS VS. ALIENS: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL**

Andy Lanning & Alex Dalton

Two original prequel stories that tie into the upcoming movie!

The smash-hit movie is due out March 27, 2009.

---

- February 2009 • Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 48pp • Color Comic Strip • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781848562776 • $4.95 / CAN $6.95

---

- February 2009 • Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 48pp • Color Comic Strip • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781848562813 • $4.95 / CAN $6.95
The greatest slacker duo to ever grace MTV are back in all their glory! Beavis & Butt-Head were the disgruntled voices of Generation X, rocking out to their favorite rock videos, eating burritos and burning couches — much to the chagrin of the world!

Happy-Happy, Joy-Joy! The stars of MTV's acclaimed cult animation series, The Ren & Stimpy Show, now have their own book!

Join Ren Hoëk, a belligerent asthmatic chihuahua with a dazzling array of mood swings, and his heartbreakingly stupid sidekick, Stimpy (or Stimpson J. Cat), in a series of mind-blowingly surreal comic book misadventures written by Dan Slott (Amazing Spider-Man).

Demented, delirious and as delicious as Powdered Toast, this collection of classic Ren & Stimpy stories is just what the doctor ordered!

### BEAVIS & BUTT-HEAD'S GREATEST HITS (NEW EDITION)
Various Writers & Artists

The greatest slacker duo to ever grace MTV are back in all their glory! Beavis & Butt-Head were the disgruntled voices of Generation X, rocking out to their favorite rock videos, eating burritos and burning couches — much to the chagrin of the world!

Three volumes of Beavis & Butt-Head are available on DVD, as well as a 10th Anniversary Edition of Beavis & Butt-Head Do America!
MODESTY BLAISE: THE SCARLET MAIDEN
Peter O’Donnell & Neville Colvin

The dark underworld of espionage and crime is lit up by the fatal charms of the gorgeous Modesty Blaise — high priestess of pulp crime and goddess of cult thrillers!

Adventurer, spy, smuggler, racketeer and all-round bad girl, Modesty is as stylish as she is smart, as lethal and beautiful as a Japanese fighting sword! This latest volume features three classic hard-to-find stories, The Scarlet Maiden, The Moonman and A Few Flowers for the Colonel, all wrapped up in a spectacular collector’s library edition.

Featuring new story introductions by creator Peter O’Donnell, plus a host of special features and behind-the-scenes material — this latest addition to the Modesty Blaise library is not to be missed!

ALSO AVAILABLE
SEE PAGE 31!

JAMES BOND: THE GIRL MACHINE
Ian Fleming, Jim Lawrence & Yaroslav Horak

The legend continues! Stand by for more adventures with the world’s greatest and most famous secret agent, James Bond, as some of his most thrilling missions are collected for the first time ever in a deluxe collector’s library edition!

This bumper action-packed volume collects ultra rare Bond stories that have not been seen since their original syndication: The Girl Machine, The Nevsky Nude and Beware of Butterflies.

Contains a brand new introduction by one of the Bond cast and a host of exclusive feature material.

“THIS LOVINGLY PRODUCED ALBUM SHOWS HOW MUCH FUN VINTAGE BOND STILL CAN BE.”
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY ON TROUBLE SPOT

ALSO AVAILABLE
SEE PAGE 31!
NEW TITLES

THE MISADVENTURES OF JANE
Dan Freeman and Norman Pett

From 1932 to the end of World War II and beyond, the British Armed Forces’ favorite pin-up was the scintillating, blue-eyed, blond-haired, clothes-phobic cartoon legend, Lady Jane Gay.

Recruited by British Army Intelligence, Jane spends the war battling 5th columnists and Nazi spies at home and engaging on secret missions deep inside enemy territory, aided by her sausage-dog Fritz and her habit of losing her clothes...

CLASSIC DAN DARE:
THE PHANTOM FLEET
Frank Hampson & Desmond Walduck

It’s chocks away once again as Dan Dare, Pilot of the Future, returns! First published in classic British comic Eagle, this is perhaps the beginning of an epic adventure of one of Britain’s best-loved characters, presented in a gorgeous library edition.

ALSO AVAILABLE
SEE PAGE 30!

THE BUMPER BOOK OF ROY OF THE ROVERS

Collecting together - for the first time ever - 20 years’ worth of the best material from the golden age of British annuals. Featuring classic comic strips, vintage UK soccer features and thrilling short stories all taken from Roy of the Rovers annuals of the 1950s, 60s and 70s.

ALSO AVAILABLE
SEE PAGE 28!
CINEMA

TERMINATOR SALVATION: THE OFFICIAL MOVIE COMPANION
Tara Bennett
This full color companion chronicles the making of this remarkable movie with interviews from the cast plus unseen photos and behind the scenes secrets.

• Cinema • 9” x 10¾” • 176pp
• 250 Color Photos • Paperback
• ISBN: 9781848560819
• $19.95 / CAN $22.95

THE OFFICIAL MOVIE COMPANION
Terminator Salvation
Tara Bennett
This full color companion chronicles the making of this remarkable movie with interviews from the cast plus unseen photos and behind the scenes secrets.

• Cinema • 9” x 10¾” • 176pp
• 250 Color Photos • Paperback
• ISBN: 9781848560819
• $19.95 / CAN $22.95

THE ART OF TERMINATOR SALVATION
Tara Bennett
Featuring hundreds of color illustrations, storyboards and intricately designed production art.

• Cinema • 10½” x 9” • 256pp
• 300 Color Art and Photos
• Hardback with DJ
• ISBN: 9781848560826
• $40 / CAN $45

WATCHMEN PORTRAITS
Clay Enos
As the official photographer on the set of Watchmen, Clay Enos was there at every stage as director Zack Snyder filmed the adaptation of the legendary graphic novel. With its wealth of exclusive photographs, this stunning book is a unique look into the world of the film.

• Cinema • 10” x 14” • 240pp
• B/W Photos Throughout
• Hardcover with DJ
• ISBN: 9781848560697 • $50 / CAN $57.50

WATCHMEN: THE OFFICIAL FILM COMPANION
Peter Aperlo
Featuring exclusive interviews with the cast and crew, and scores of photos, this Official Companion is the essential guide to the cinematic event.

• Cinema • 10⅞” x 9” • 176pp
• Color Throughout • Paperback
• ISBN: 9781848560673
• $19.95 / CAN $22.95
• Also available HB ISBN: 9781848561595
• $29.95 / CAN $34.00

WATCHMEN: THE OFFICIAL FILM COMPANION
Peter Aperlo
Featuring exclusive interviews with the cast and crew, and scores of photos, this Official Companion is the essential guide to the cinematic event.

• Cinema • 10⅞” x 9” • 176pp
• Color Throughout • Paperback
• ISBN: 9781848560673
• $19.95 / CAN $22.95
• Also available HB ISBN: 9781848561595
• $29.95 / CAN $34.00

WATCHMEN: THE ART OF THE FILM
Peter Aperlo
Featuring scores of production designs, set photos, costume sketches, storyboards and other pieces of conceptual art, this is a lavish celebration of a comic book made real.

• Cinema • 10⅞” x 9” • 256pp
• Color & B/W Throughout
• Hardcover with DJ
• ISBN: 9781848560680
• $40 / CAN $45

WATCHMEN: THE ART OF THE FILM
Peter Aperlo
Featuring scores of production designs, set photos, costume sketches, storyboards and other pieces of conceptual art, this is a lavish celebration of a comic book made real.

• Cinema • 10⅞” x 9” • 256pp
• Color & B/W Throughout
• Hardcover with DJ
• ISBN: 9781848560680
• $40 / CAN $45
CINEMA

SWEENEY TODD: THE DEMON BARBER OF FLEET STREET
Mark Salisbury
This lavishly illustrated official companion to the film includes a foreword by Tim Burton, over 200 photos, concept drawings and production designs and extracts from the screenplay.

- Cinema • 9" x 10¾" • 176pp
- 200 Color & B/W Illos • Hardback
- ISBN: 9781845761509
- $30.00 / CAN $36.00

STARRING SHERLOCK HOLMES
David Stuart Davies
The definitive illustrated guide to all the master detective’s on-screen appearances.

- Cinema • 9 ½" x 11 ½" • 208pp
- 450 Color & B/W Illos • Hardback
- ISBN: 9781845765378
- $35.00 / CAN $44.00

THE SPIRIT: THE MOVIE VISUAL COMPANION
Mark Cotta Vaz
This stunning volume, with director’s introduction by Frank Miller, contains interviews with the cast and crew and scores of photos and production sketches.

- Cinema • 10½" x 8½" • 256pp
- Color Photos Throughout • Hardback
- ISBN: 9781845768324
- $30 / CAN $34.00

THE WINSTON EFFECT: THE ART & HISTORY OF STAN WINSTON STUDIO
Jody Duncan. Foreword by James Cameron
Reveals all the behind-the-scenes secrets of Winston’s ground-breaking and hugely influential artistry and effects work.

- Cinema • 10" x 12" • 336pp
- Over 500 Color Photos • Hardback
- ISBN: 9781845761509
- $49.95 / CAN $62.00

STARDUST: THE VISUAL COMPANION
Stephen Jones
The stunning companion to the star-studded movie, with the complete screenplay, photos, gorgeous production art and exclusive contributions from cast and crew.

- Cinema • 10½" x 8½" • 256pp
- Color Photos Throughout • Hardback
- ISBN: 9781845768324
- $30 / CAN $34.00

THE ALFRED HITCHCOCK STORY (NEW EDITION)
Ken Mogg - Foreword by Janet Leigh
The first comprehensively illustrated film-by-film guide to the career of Alfred Hitchcock, packed with hundreds of rare and unseen images, additional features and a foreword by Janet Leigh.

- Cinema • 9½" x 11½" • 192pp
- 450 Color & B/W Illos • Hardback
- ISBN: 9781845767082
- $35.00 / CAN $40.00
CINEMA

CRYSTAL LAKE MEMORIES: THE COMPLETE HISTORY OF FRIDAY THE 13TH
Peter M. Bracke
The ultimate guide to the horror movie series, with never-before-seen photos and archival documents.
- Cinema • 9 1/4" x 12" • 320pp
- Over 500 B/W & Color Photos • Hardback
- ISBN: 9781845763435 • $50.00 / CAN $62.00

THE ART OF WALLACE & GROMIT: THE CURSE OF THE WERE-RABBIT
Andy Lane & Paul Simpson
All the film’s behind-the-scenes secrets in this full-color companion.
- Cinema • 9" x 11" • 160pp
- Full Color (300+ Photos/Illus.) • Hardback
- ISBN: 9781845761363 • $35.00 / CAN $44.00
- Paperback • ISBN: 9781845762155 • $19.95 / CAN $24.95

SERENITY: THE OFFICIAL VISUAL COMPANION
Joss Whedon
The official companion to Joss Whedon’s sci-fi hit movie, with the full screenplay, production memos, interviews, photographs and production art.
- Cinema • 9" x 10 7/8" • 160pp
- Color Illus • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845760823 • $19.95 / CAN $24.95

SUPERMAN RETURNS: THE COMPLETE SHOOTING SCRIPT
Screenplay by Michael Dougherty & Dan Harris. Story by Bryan Singer & Michael Dougherty & Dan Harris.
The full, original screenplay to the movie, alongside stunning storyboards and exclusive input from the writers and director.
- Cinema (Movie Tie-In) • 6" x 9"
- 304pp • 100 B/W Illus • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845763329 • $14.95 / CAN $19.95
THE HELLRAISER CHRONICLES
Clive Barker & Stephen Jones
The only official Hellraiser book, a full color photographic companion with script extracts, design sketches, photos and interviews.
- Cinema • 8” x 11” • 96pp
- Color Illos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845296423
- $14.95 / CAN $19.95

THE RING COMPANION
Denis Meikle
This companion examines the phenomenon of the original novels and their adaptations in movie prequels, sequels and remakes.
- Cinema • 7” x 9” • 272pp
- 120 B/W Photos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845760014
- $19.95 / CAN $24.95

BEHIND THE MASK OF THE HORROR ACTOR
Doug Bradley
Actor Doug Bradley (Pinhead, Hellraiser) gives his own unique and personal guide to cinema monsters and the men who portray them.
- Cinema • 6” x 9” • 288pp
- 75 B/W plus 8pp Color Illos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840238075
- $14.95 / CAN $19.95

THE HAMMER STORY
Marcus Hearn & Alan Barnes
A film-by-film dissection of the legendary British company, dripping with rare promotional material and previously unpublished photographs.
- Cinema • 9 1/2” x 11 1/2” • 192pp
- Color Illos • Hardback
- ISBN: 9781845761851
- $35.00 / CAN $44.00

THE CROW: THE STORY BEHIND THE FILM
Bridget Baiss
The definitive account of The Crow’s production and the phenomenon it became, packed with scores of interviews with the film’s cast and crew.
- Cinema • 6” x 9” • 288pp • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840237795
- $19.95 / CAN $24.95
SEAGALOGY:
A STUDY OF THE
ASS-KICKING FILMS OF STEVEN SEAGAL
Vern
A light-hearted but thoroughly researched look at the work of an action film auteur.

- Cinema/Humor • 5½” x 8½”
- 416pp • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845769277
- $14.95 / $16.95

100% JACKIE CHAN:
THE ESSENTIAL COMPANION
Richard Cooper & Mike Leeder, Eds.
Exclusive interviews with Chan, his co-stars and colleagues, rare and previously unseen photos, behind-the-scenes reports and articles on the best of his films.

- Cinema • 8” x 10” • 160pp
- 200 B/W Photos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840234916
- $17.95 / CAN $22.00

CINEMA:
FILMMAKERS

MOROEE 100% JACKIE CHAN
The Essential Companion
Richard Cooper & Mike Leeder, Eds.
Volume 2 of this bestselling official companion series, looking at the best of his films including Shanghai Knights and Around the World in 80 Days!

- Cinema • 8” x 10” • 160pp
- 200 B/W Photos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840238884
- $17.95 / CAN $22.00

DON’T PANIC:
DOUGLAS ADAMS & THE HITCHHIKER’S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY
Neil Gaiman

- Biography • 6” x 9” • 256pp
- 5pp B/W Illos • Hardback
- ISBN: 9781840237429
- $21.95 / CAN $27.00

MORE 100% JACKIE CHAN
Ed. Richard Cooper
Volume 2 of this best-selling official companion series, looking at the best of his films including Shanghai Knights and Around the World in 80 Days!

- Cinema • 8” x 10” • 160pp
- 200 B/W Photos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840239683
- $19.95 / CAN $24.95

MY BORING-ASS LIFE
THE UNCOMFORTABLY CANDID DIARY OF KEVIN SMITH
Kevin Smith
The creator of Jay and Silent Bob shares his x-rated thoughts in his diary, telling all in his usual candid and irreverent way!

- Autobiography/Humor • 5½” x 8½” • 480pp • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781844574385
- $14.95 / CAN $19.95

MY BORING-ASS LIFE:
THE UNCOMFORTABLY CANDID DIARY OF KEVIN SMITH
Kevin Smith
The creator of Jay and Silent Bob shares his x-rated thoughts in his diary, telling all in his usual candid and irreverent way!

- Autobiography/Humor • 5½” x 8½” • 480pp • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781844574385
- $14.95 / CAN $19.95
CINEMA/TV REFERENCE

THE WORLDWIDE GUIDE TO MOVIE LOCATIONS
Tony Reeves
- Cinema • 6” x 9” • 464pp
- 800 B/W Photos, 16pp Color Section
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840239928
- $19.95 / CAN $24.95

MOVIE LONDON: EXPLORING THE CITY FILM-BY-FILM
Tony Reeves
- Cinema • 6” x 9” • 140pp + 8pp Color Section
- 500 B/W + 90 Color Photos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845767549
- $14.95 / CAN $16.95

SCHOOLGIRL MILKY CRISIS: ADVENTURES IN THE ANIME AND MANGA TRADE
Jonathan Clements
- Cinema • 5⅛” x 8⅜” • 352pp
- B/W Illos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781848560833
- $14.95 / CAN $16.95

THE GREATEST SCI-FI MOVIES NEVER MADE (REVISED EDITION)
David Hughes. Foreword by H.R. Giger
- Cinema • 5” x 7½” • 360pp
- Paperback • ISBN: 9781845767556
- $14.95 / CAN $16.95

BLADE RUNNER: THE INSIDE STORY
Don Shay
- Cinema • 9” x 8” • 80pp
- Color & B/W Photos and Design Art
- Hardback • ISBN: 9781840232103
- $23.95 / CAN $29.95

TALES FROM DEVELOPMENT HELL
David Hughes
- Cinema • 6” x 9” • 256pp
- Hardback
- ISBN: 9781840236910
- $21.95 / CAN $27.00

THE PRISONER: THE VILLAGE FILES
Tim Palgut
- TV • 9” x 12” • 96pp
- B/W Throughout • Hardcover
- ISBN: 97818402315975
- $29.95 / CAN $37.95

THE AVENGERS: THE INSIDE STORY
Patrick Macnee & Dave Rogers
- TV • 8½” x 11” • 144pp
- Color Illos • Hardcover
- ISBN: 9781845766436
- $24.95 / CAN $29.95

WRITING SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY TELEVISION
Joe Nazzaro
- Art & Reference • 6” x 9” • 256pp
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840233834
- $16.95 / CAN $21.00
WATCHING THE WATCHMEN
Dave Gibbons, Chip Kidd, Mike Essl
Artist Dave Gibbons gives his own account of the genesis of WATCHMEN, opening his archives of exclusive material on the acclaimed graphic novel.

- Art & Reference • 9" x 12" • 272pp
- Color and B/W Artwork • Hardback with DJ
- ISBN: 9781848560413
- $39.95 / CAN $45.00

THE CREAM OF TANK GIRL
Alan Martin & Jamie Hewlett
Collects the best of 20 years of Tank Girl, with commentary from writer Alan Martin and rarely seen drawings by artist Jamie Hewlett.

- Art & Reference • 8½" x 10¾" • 176pp
- 200 B/W Line, Color • Hardback
- ISBN: 9781845769420
- $29.95 / CAN $34.00

AMAZONA
Chris Achilleos
Chris Achilleos’ volume of previously uncollected and unseen artwork that bears all the thrilling and sensual hallmarks that made him so hugely influential and popular.

- Art & Reference • 9" x 12" • 128pp
- Color Illos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840238938
- $19.95 / CAN $24.95

OUT OF THE FORESTS: THE ART OF PAUL BONNER
Paul Bonner
A collection of vibrant and compelling paintings, character studies and sketches by the renowned fantasy artist.

- Art & Reference • 9½" x 12⅛" • 176pp
- 150 Paintings + Sketches • Hardback
- ISBN: 9781845767051
- $29.95 / CAN $34.00

SPIDER-MAN: THE ICON
Steve Saffel
This spectacular hardback charts the career of Spider-Man in pop culture, taking in every aspect of the phenomenon.

- Art & Reference • 10" x 12" • 320pp
- Color Illos • Hardcover
- ISBN: 9781845763244
- $49.95 / CAN $62.00

AS I SEE: THE FANTASTIC WORLD OF BORIS ARTZYBASHEFF
Boris Artzybasheff
A striking collection of extraordinary images from one of the twentieth century’s most unique American artists.

- Art & Reference • 8½" x 10½" • 96pp
- B/W Artwork • Hardback
- ISBN: 9781845767679
- $19.95 / CAN $22.95

AMAZONA
Chris Achilleos
Chris Achilleos’ volume of previously uncollected and unseen artwork that bears all the thrilling and sensual hallmarks that made him so hugely influential and popular.

- Art & Reference • 9" x 12" • 128pp
- Color Illos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840238938
- $19.95 / CAN $24.95

OUT OF THE FORESTS: THE ART OF PAUL BONNER
Paul Bonner
A collection of vibrant and compelling paintings, character studies and sketches by the renowned fantasy artist.

- Art & Reference • 9½" x 12⅛" • 176pp
- 150 Paintings + Sketches • Hardback
- ISBN: 9781845767051
- $29.95 / CAN $34.00

SPIDER-MAN: THE ICON
Steve Saffel
This spectacular hardback charts the career of Spider-Man in pop culture, taking in every aspect of the phenomenon.
TELEVISION

BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: THE OFFICIAL COLOR COMPANION
David Bassom
- TV • 7¼” x 10¼” • 176pp • Paperback • Color Illus
- ISBN: 9781848561113 • $14.95 / CAN $16.95

BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: THE OFFICIAL COMPANION SEASON 3
David Bassom
- TV • 6⅝” x 8⅝” • 160pp + 16pp Color
- 150 B/W Photos + 16pp Color • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845764784 • $14.95 / CAN $19.95

FARSCAPE: THE ILLUSTRATED SEASON 2 COMPANION
Paul Simpson and Ruth Thomas
- TV • 6” x 9” • 160pp
- 100 B/W Photos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840233087 • $16.95 / CAN $21.95

FARSCAPE: THE ILLUSTRATED SEASON 3 COMPANION
Paul Simpson and Ruth Thomas
- TV • 6” x 9” • 160pp
- 100 B/W Photos + 8pp Color • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840234152 • $16.95 / CAN $21.95

THE 4400: THE OFFICIAL COMPANION SEASONS 1 AND 2
Terry J. Erdmann
- TV • 6¾” x 8¾” • 160pp
- 150 B/W Photos + 16pp Color • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845764739 • $14.95 / CAN $19.95

FIREFLY: THE OFFICIAL COMPANION: VOLUME ONE
Joss Whedon et al
- TV • 8½” x 11” • 176pp
- Color Illus • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845763145 • $19.95 / CAN $24.95

FIREFLY: THE OFFICIAL COMPANION: VOLUME TWO
Joss Whedon et al
- TV • 8½” x 11” • 208pp
- Color Illus • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845763725 • $24.95 / CAN $29.95

BONES: THE OFFICIAL COMPANION
Paul Ruditis
- TV • 6⅝” x 8⅝” • 160pp
- 150 Color Photos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845766392 • $14.95 / CAN $19.95
24: THE OFFICIAL COMPANION SEASONS 1 & 2
Tara DiLullo
- TV • 8” x 9” • 144pp
- Color Illos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845763138
- $16.95 / CAN $21.95

24: THE OFFICIAL COMPANION SEASONS 3 & 4
Tara DiLullo
- TV • 8” x 9” • 144pp
- Color Illos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845764630
- $16.95 / CAN $21.95

24: THE OFFICIAL COMPANION SEASON 5
Tara DiLullo Bennett
- TV • 8” x 9” • 144pp
- Color Illos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845765415
- $16.95 / CAN $21.95

24: THE OFFICIAL COMPANION SEASON 6
Tara Bennett
- TV • 8” x 9” • 144pp
- Color Illos • Includes Bonus DVD
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845766559
- $16.95 / CAN $20.00

SUPERNATURAL: THE OFFICIAL COMPANION SEASON 1
Nicholas Knight
- TV • 6¼” x 8¾” • 160pp + 16pp Color
- 140 B/W Photos + 16pp Color • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845765354
- $14.95 / CAN $19.95

SUPERNATURAL: THE OFFICIAL COMPANION SEASON 2
Nicholas Knight
- TV • 6¼” x 8¾” • 160pp + 16pp Color
- 140 B/W Photos + 16pp Color • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845766573
- $14.95 / CAN $16.95

SUPERNATURAL: THE OFFICIAL COMPANION SEASON 3
Nicholas Knight
- TV • 6¼” x 8¾” • 160pp + 16pp Color
- 120 Full-Color Photos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845769352
- $16.95 / CAN $20.00

GHOST WHISPERER SPIRIT GUIDE
Kim Moses & Ian Sander
- TV • 6¼” x 8¾” • 160pp + 16pp Color
- 120 Full-Color Photos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845769369
- $14.95 / CAN $16.95

TORCHWOOD: THE OFFICIAL MAGAZINE YEARBOOK
- TV • 9” x 12” • 96pp
- Color Illos • Hardcover
- ISBN: 9781845769369
- $14.95 / CAN $16.95
TELEVISION

SMALLVILLE: THE OFFICIAL COMPANIONS

SEASON 1  • Paul Simpson  • ISBN: 9781840237955  • $14.95 / CAN $19.95
SEASON 2  • Paul Simpson  • ISBN: 9781840239478  • $14.95 / CAN $19.95
SEASON 3  • Paul Simpson  • ISBN: 9781840239522  • $14.95 / CAN $19.95
SEASON 4  • Craig Byrne  • ISBN: 9781840239577  • $14.95 / CAN $19.95
SEASON 5  • Craig Byrne  • ISBN: 9781845765422  • $14.95 / CAN $19.95
SEASON 6  • Craig Byrne  • ISBN: 9781845765656  • $14.95 / CAN $16.95
SEASON 7  • Craig Byrne  • ISBN: 9781845767150  • $14.95 / CAN $16.95

SEASONS 3 AND 4  • Thomasina Gibson

SEASONS 5 AND 6  • Thomasina Gibson

SEASONS 7 AND 8  • Thomasina Gibson

SEASON 9  • Sharon Gosling

SEASON 10  • Natalie Barnes & Sharon Gosling

THE ESSENTIAL SCRIPTS  • Sharon Gosling

• 160pp +16pp Color  • 100 B/W Photos + 16pp Color
• ISBN: 9781840233551  • $16.95 / CAN $21.95

• 160pp +16pp Color  • 100 B/W Photos + 16pp Color
• ISBN: 9781840236064  • $16.95 / CAN $21.95

• 160pp +16pp Color  • 100 B/W Photos + 16pp Color
• ISBN: 9781840239348  • $16.95 / CAN $21.95

• 160pp +16pp Color  • 100 B/W Photos + 16pp Color
• ISBN: 9781845763107  • $16.95 / CAN $21.95

• 160pp +32pp Color  • 100 B/W Photos + 32pp Color
• ISBN: 9781845763114  • $16.95 / CAN $20.00

• 352pp  • B/W Photos
• ISBN: 9781840238877  • $17.95 / CAN $23.00

STARGATE: ATLANTIS: THE OFFICIAL COMPANIONS

SEASON 1  • ISBN: 9781845761165  • $14.95 / CAN $19.95
SEASON 2  • ISBN: 9781845761639  • $14.95 / CAN $19.95
SEASON 3  • ISBN: 9781845765347  • $14.95 / CAN $19.95
SEASON 4  • ISBN: 9781845767143  • $14.95 / CAN $16.95

• TV • 63⁄8” x 83⁄8” • 160pp + 16pp Color
• 150 B/W Photos + 16pp Color • Paperback

STARGATE SG-1: THE ILLUSTRATED COMPANIONS

SEASONS 3 AND 4  • Thomasina Gibson

SEASONS 5 AND 6  • Thomasina Gibson

SEASONS 7 AND 8  • Thomasina Gibson

SEASON 9  • Sharon Gosling

SEASON 10  • Natalie Barnes & Sharon Gosling

THE ESSENTIAL SCRIPTS  • Sharon Gosling

• 160pp +16pp Color  • 100 B/W Photos + 16pp Color
• ISBN: 9781840233551  • $16.95 / CAN $21.95

• 160pp +16pp Color  • 100 B/W Photos + 16pp Color
• ISBN: 9781840236064  • $16.95 / CAN $21.95

• 160pp +16pp Color  • 100 B/W Photos + 16pp Color
• ISBN: 9781840239348  • $16.95 / CAN $21.95

• 160pp +16pp Color  • 100 B/W Photos + 16pp Color
• ISBN: 9781845763107  • $16.95 / CAN $21.95

• 160pp +32pp Color  • 100 B/W Photos + 32pp Color
• ISBN: 9781845763114  • $16.95 / CAN $20.00

• 352pp  • B/W Photos
• ISBN: 9781840238877  • $17.95 / CAN $23.00

• TV • 6” x 9” • 160pp  • Paperback
**TERMINATOR SALVATION: THE OFFICIAL MOVIE NOVELIZATION**

Steven Savile

This thrilling original *Primeval* adventure plunges Professor Cutter and his team into the Peruvian rainforest for an amazing prehistoric ride.

- Fiction (movie tie-in)
- 5½" x 8" x 256pp
- Hardback
- ISBN: 9781845766924
- $11.95 / CAN $13.95

**PRIMEVAL: SHADOW OF THE JAGUAR**

Paul Kearney

Cutter, Stephen, Abby, Connor and the rest of the team find themselves exploring a mysterious island found amidst the perilous Irish seas.

- Fiction
- 5½" x 8" x 240pp
- Hardback
- ISBN: 9781845766948
- $11.95 / CAN $13.95

**PRIMEVAL: THE LOST ISLAND**

Dan Abnett

The team are forced to travel to Siberia to confront an anomaly problem on an epic scale.

- Fiction
- 5½" x 8" x 272pp
- Hardback
- ISBN: 9781845766931
- $11.95 / CAN $13.95

**MARSHAL LAW: ORIGINS**

Pat Mills & Kevin O’Neill

Featuring the classic story *Day of the Dead*, with unseen artwork by award-winning artist O’Neill!!

- Fiction
- 5½" x 8" x 240pp
- B/W Illus
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845769437
- $12.95 / CAN $14.95

**TANK GIRL: ARMADILLO!**

Alan C. Martin

*Tank Girl* embarks on her first ‘proper’ literary excursion, featuring a new cover from co-creator Jamie Hewlett.

- Fiction
- 5" x 8" x 240pp
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845764845
- $9.95 / CAN $11.95
## TITAN KIDS

### THE REAL GHOSTBUSTERS
Never-before-collected strips from *The Real Ghostbusters* comic, based on the smash-hit cartoon!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A HARD DAY’S FRIGHT</td>
<td>9781845761400</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO YOU GONNA CALL?</td>
<td>9781845761417</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHICH WITCH IS WHICH?</td>
<td>9781845761424</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIS GHOST IS TOAST!</td>
<td>9781845761431</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TRANSFORMERS
Black and white manga-format books, featuring stories that have never been collected!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WAY OF THE WARRIOR</td>
<td>9781845760595</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALLEN STAR</td>
<td>9781845760601</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EARTHFORCE</td>
<td>9781845760618</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERCHANCE TO DREAM</td>
<td>9781845760625</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WALLACE & GROMIT
The comic strip adventures from the multi-Oscar winning Aardman Animation!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CATCH OF THE DAY</td>
<td>9781840234954</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE WHIPPET VANISHES</td>
<td>9781840234978</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BOOTIFUL GAME</td>
<td>9781840239430</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A PIER TOO FAR</td>
<td>9781840239539</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLOTS IN SPACE</td>
<td>9781845763626</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BEST OF</td>
<td>9781845763633</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**GRAPHIC NOVELS**

**TANK GIRL 1 (REMASTERED EDITION)**
Alan Martin & Jamie Hewlett
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10” • 128pp
- B/W Comic Strip • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845767570
- $14.95 / CAN $16.95

**TANK GIRL 2 (REMASTERED EDITION)**
Alan Martin & Jamie Hewlett
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10” • 128pp
- B/W & Color Comic Strip • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845767594
- $14.95 / CAN $16.95

**TANK GIRL 3 (REMASTERED EDITION)**
Alan Martin & Jamie Hewlett
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10” • 96pp
- B/W & Color Comic Strip • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845767617
- $14.95 / CAN $16.95

**TANK GIRL: THE ODYSSEY (REMASTERED EDITION)**
Peter Milligan & Jamie Hewlett
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10” • 112pp
- Color Comic Strip • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845765866
- $14.95 / CAN $19.95

**NEMI 1**
Lisa Myhre
- Graphic Novel • 7½” x 9¼” • 144pp
- Color Comic Strip • Hardcover
- ISBN: 9781845766146
- $14.95 / CAN $16.95

**NEMI 2**
Lisa Myhre
- Graphic Novel • 7½” x 9¼” • 144pp
- Color Comic Strip • Hardcover
- ISBN: 9781845766146
- $14.95 / CAN $16.95

**THE BEST OF ROY OF THE ROVERS: THE 1980S**
Tom Tully, David Sque
- Graphic Novel
- 8 ½ x 11 ¾” • 208pp
- Color comic strip • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845769482
- $14.95 / CAN $16.95

**THE BEST OF BATTLE**
Tom Tully, David Sque
- Graphic Novel
- 8” x 11 ¼” • 280pp
- B/W comic strip • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845767948
- $14.95 / CAN $16.95
TRANSFORMERS:

BREAKDOWN
Budiansky, Perlin, Akin & Garvey
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 144pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840237917
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

MAXIMUM FORCE
Budiansky, Perlin, Akin & Garvey
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840239535
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

DINOBOT HUNT
Furman, Kitson & Delbo
- Graphic Novel • 9” x 12”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840238310
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

TRIAL BY FIRE
Budiansky, Perlin & Delbo
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840238440
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

TREASON
Budiansky, Perlin & Delbo
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840238440
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

TREASON
Budiansky, Perlin & Delbo
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840238440
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

DARK STAR
Budiansky & Delbo
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840239607
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

PREY
Furman, Anderson, Reed & Srin
- Graphic Novel • 9” x 12”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840239454
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

LAST STAND
Budiansky, Ferri & Delbo
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 144pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840476008
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

INFERNO
Carey & Gaydos
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 144pp • B/W Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840237641
- $16.95 / CAN $21.00

TRANSFORMERS:

TRIAL BY FIRE
Budiansky, Perlin & Delbo
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840237641
- $16.95 / CAN $21.00

TRANSFORMERS:

MAXIMUM FORCE
Budiansky, Perlin, Akin & Garvey
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840237917
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

DINOBOT HUNT
Furman, Kitson & Delbo
- Graphic Novel • 9” x 12”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840238310
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

INFERNO
Carey & Gaydos
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 144pp • B/W Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840237641
- $16.95 / CAN $21.00

TRANSFORMERS:

TREASON
Budiansky, Perlin & Delbo
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840238440
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

DARK STAR
Budiansky & Delbo
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840239607
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

PREY
Furman, Anderson, Reed & Srin
- Graphic Novel • 9” x 12”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840239454
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

LAST STAND
Budiansky, Ferri & Delbo
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 144pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840476008
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

INFERNO
Carey & Gaydos
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 144pp • B/W Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840237641
- $16.95 / CAN $21.00

TRANSFORMERS:

MAXIMUM FORCE
Budiansky, Perlin, Akin & Garvey
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840237917
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

DINOBOT HUNT
Furman, Kitson & Delbo
- Graphic Novel • 9” x 12”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840238310
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

INFERNO
Carey & Gaydos
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 144pp • B/W Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840237641
- $16.95 / CAN $21.00

TRANSFORMERS:

TREASON
Budiansky, Perlin & Delbo
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840238440
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

DARK STAR
Budiansky & Delbo
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840239607
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

PREY
Furman, Anderson, Reed & Srin
- Graphic Novel • 9” x 12”
- 128pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840239454
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

LAST STAND
Budiansky, Ferri & Delbo
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 144pp • Color Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840476008
- $19.95 / CAN $27.95

TRANSFORMERS:

INFERNO
Carey & Gaydos
- Graphic Novel • 7” x 10”
- 144pp • B/W Comic Strip
- Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840237641
- $16.95 / CAN $21.00
CLASSIC DAN DARE
Frank Hampson with Desmond Walduck & Don Harley
- Graphic Novel - 9” x 12” - Color Comic Strip - Hardback

VOYAGE TO VENUS PART 1

VOYAGE TO VENUS PART 2

THE RED MOON MYSTERY

MARRONED ON MERCURY

OPERATION SATURN PART 1

OPERATION SATURN PART 2

PRISONERS OF SPACE
With Desmond Walduck

THE MAN FROM NOWHERE
With Don Harley
- 96pp - ISBN: 9781845764128 - $22.95 / CAN $27.95

THE ROGUE PLANET
With Don Harley
- 136pp - ISBN: 9781845764142 - $29.95 / CAN $34.00

THE REIGN OF THE ROBOTS
With Don Harley
- 144pp - ISBN: 9781845764135 - $24.95 / CAN $29.95

CHARLEY’S WAR
Pat Mills & Joe Colquhoun
- Graphic Novel - 9” x 12”
- B/W Comic Strip - Hardback

VOLUME 1:
2 JUN - 1 AUG 1916

VOLUME 2:
1 AUG - 17 OCT 1916

ALBION: ORIGINS
Tom Tully, Scott Goodall, Solano Lopez & Eric Bradbury
- Graphic Novel - 9” x 12” - 128pp
- B/W Comic Strip - Hardback

THE STEEL CLAW: THE VANISHING MAN
Ken Bulmer & Jesus Blasco
- Graphic Novel - 9” x 12” - 128pp
- B/W Comic Strip - Hardback
- ISBN: 9781845761561 - $19.95 / CAN $27.95

KING OF CROOKS (FEATURING THE SPIDER)
Jerry Siegel, Ted Cowan & Reg Burn
- Graphic Novel - 9” x 12” - 128pp
- B/W Comic Strip
- ISBN: 9781845760007 - $19.95 / CAN $27.95
MODESTY BLAISE
- Graphic Novel • 9” x 12” • B/W Comic Strip • Paperback • $19.95 / CAN $24.95 (except *)

THE GABRIEL SET-UP
Peter O’Donnell & Jim Holdaway  • 112pp • ISBN: 9781840236583

MISTER SUN
Peter O’Donnell & Jim Holdaway  • 112pp • ISBN: 9781840237214

TOP TRAITOR
Peter O’Donnell & Jim Holdaway  • 112pp • ISBN: 9781840236842

THE BLACK PEARL
Peter O’Donnell & Jim Holdaway  • 112pp • ISBN: 9781840238426

BAD SUKI
Peter O’Donnell & Jim Holdaway  • 96pp • ISBN: 9781840238648

THE HELL MAKERS
Peter O’Donnell, Jim Holdaway & Enric Badia Romero  • 112pp • ISBN: 9781840238655

THE GREEN-EYED MONSTER
Peter O’Donnell & Enric Badia Romero  • 96pp • ISBN: 9781840238662

THE PUPPET MASTER
Peter O’Donnell & Enric Badia Romero  • 96pp • ISBN: 9781840236679

THE GALLOWS BIRD
Peter O’Donnell & Enric Badia Romero  • 128pp • ISBN: 9781840238686

CRY WOLF
Peter O’Donnell & Enric Badia Romero  • 104pp • ISBN: 9781840238693

THE INCA TRAIL
Peter O’Donnell & Enric Badia Romero  • 136pp • ISBN: 9781845764173

DEATH TRAP
Peter O’Donnell & Enric Badia Romero  • 104pp • ISBN: 9781845764180

YELLOWSTONE BOOTY*
Peter O’Donnell, Enric Badia Romero & John Burns  • 104pp • ISBN: 9781845764197 • $19.95 / CAN $22.95

GREEN COBRA*
Peter O’Donnell, John Burns & Pat Wright  • 104pp • ISBN: 9781845764203 • $19.95 / CAN $22.95

JAMES BOND
- Graphic Novel • 9” x 12” • B/W Comic Strip • Paperback • $19.95 / CAN $24.95 (except *)

THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN GUN
Ian Fleming, Jim Lawrence & Yaroslav Horak  • 80pp • ISBN: 9781840236903

OCTOPUSSY
Ian Fleming, Jim Lawrence & Yaroslav Horak  • 96pp • ISBN: 9781840237416

ON HER MAJESTY’S SECRET SERVICE

GOLDFINGER

CASINO ROYALE
Ian Fleming, Anthony Horne, Gambride & McLusky  • 96pp • ISBN: 9781840238433

DR. NO
Ian Fleming, O’Donnell, Gambride & McLusky  • 112pp • ISBN: 9781845760492

THE SPY WHO LOVED ME
Ian Fleming, Jim Lawrence & Yaroslav Horak  • 128pp • ISBN: 9781845761745

THE GOLDEN GHOST
Jim Lawrence & Yaroslav Horak  • 120pp • ISBN: 9781845762612

DEATH WING
Ian Fleming, Jim Lawrence & Yaroslav Horak  • 104pp • ISBN: 9781845765170

SHARK BAIT*
Ian Fleming, Jim Lawrence, Yaroslav Horak & Harry North  • 120pp • ISBN: 9781845765910 • $19.95 / CAN $22.95

THE PARADISE PLOT*
Ian Fleming, Jim Lawrence & John McLusky  • 104pp • ISBN: 9781845767167 • $19.95 / CAN $22.95

POLESTAR*
Ian Fleming, Jim Lawrence, Yaroslav Horak & John McLusky  • 120pp • ISBN: 9781845767174 • $19.95 / CAN $22.95
STAR TREK
In the run-up to J.J. Abrams’ new Star Trek movie, released in theaters 8th May 2009, get up to speed with a fleet of fantastic Star Trek titles.
- Graphic Novel • 7" x 10" • 160pp
- Color Comic Strip • Paperback
- $14.95 / CAN $16.95

STAR TREK COMICS CLASSICS: CONVERGENCE
Michael Jan Friedman, Howard Weinstein, Ken Sato, Gordon Purcell & Steve Erwin
- ISBN: 9781845766206

STAR TREK COMICS CLASSICS: TO BOLDLY GO
Mike W. Barr, Tom Sutton & Ricardo Villalgrais
- ISBN: 9781845760847

STAR TREK — THE NEXT GENERATION COMICS CLASSICS: THE HERO FACTOR
Michael Jan Friedman & Pablo Marcos
- ISBN: 9781845761554

STAR TREK — THE NEXT GENERATION COMICS CLASSICS: DEATH BEFORE DISHONOR
Peter David & James W. Fry
- ISBN: 9781845761547

STAR TREK — THE NEXT GENERATION COMICS CLASSICS: THE TRIAL OF JAMES T. KIRK
Peter David, James W. Fry & Gordon Purcell
- ISBN: 9781845763152

STAR TREK — THE NEXT GENERATION COMICS CLASSICS: THE RETURN OF THE WORTHY
Peter David, Bill Mumy, J. Michael Straczyski, Howard Weinstein & Others
- ISBN: 9781845763190

COMICS REFERENCE

COMICS CREATORS ON FANTASTIC FOUR
Tom DeFalco
- Art & Reference • 6" x 9"
- 272pp • B/W Illos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845760533
- $17.95 / CAN $23.00

COMICS CREATORS ON SPIDER-MAN
Tom DeFalco
- Art & Reference • 6" x 9"
- 256pp • B/W Illos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840234220
- $16.95 / CAN $21.95

COMICS CREATORS ON X-MEN
Tom DeFalco
- Art & Reference • 6" x 9"
- 256pp • B/W Illos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781845761738
- $17.95 / CAN $23.00

ARTISTS ON COMIC ART
Mark Salisbury
- Art & Reference • 6" x 9"
- 256pp • B/W Illos • Paperback
- ISBN: 9781840231861
- $16.95 / CAN $21.95